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HIGH-POWER-DENSITY APPROACHES TO MAGNETIC FUSION ENERGY: PROBLEMS AND
PROMISE OF COMPACT REvERSED-FIELD PINCH REACTORS (CRFPR)

RANDY L. HAGENSON,** ROBERT A. HtAKOWSKI, and HARRY DREICER

Los Alamoa National Laboratory, University of California, LOIS Alamoa, NM
87545 USA

If the coeting assumptions upon which the positive assessment of con-
ventional large superconducting fusion reactors are based proves overly
optimistic, approaches that promise considerably Increased system power
density and reduced mass utilization will be required. These more com~act
reactor embodiments generally must operate with reduced shield thickness and
resistive magnets. Because of the unique magnetic topology associated with
the Reversed-Field Pinch (F.FP), the compact reactor embodiment f~r this
approach is particularly attractive from the view point of low-field
resistive coils operating with Ohmic losses that can be made small relative
to the fusion power. The RFP, therefore, is used as one example of a high-
power-density (HPD) approach to ma~netic fusion energy. A comprehensive
system model is described and applied to select a unique, coat-optlnized
design point that wili be used for a subsequent conceptual engineering
design of the Compact RFP Reactor (CRFPR). This cost-optim~zed CRFPR design
serves as an example of a HPD fusion reactor that would operate with system
power densities ~nd mass utilizations that are comparable to fission power
plants, these measures of system performance being an order of magnitude
more favorable than the conventional approache~ to magnetic fusion energy
(MFE).

1. Introduction

This study deals with unconven-

tional) approaches to achieve high-

power-density (l{PI,)) magnetic fu~ion

energy (MFE). A conventional magnetic

fusion system would operate with R

relatively low engineering power den-

sity (0.3-0.5 MWt/m3), would use large

Rupcrconducting Coi:s , and, in order

to maintain a total power output below

-4000 Mwt for characteristically

large pla~mn volumc~ (500-10003),

would operate with a DT fusion neutron

first-wall lending in tllc rnnge

~----- -—____ _
Work pcrformu,f under tl~e auapires of

the US Depnrtmvnt. of Energy.
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1.0-3.0 ?lW/m2. Engineering power den-

sity, PTH/Vc, is defined as the ratio

of total (useful) t;lermal power, PTH.

to the total volume, Vc, enclosed by

and including the coils. For first-

wall/blanket/shield/coil (FW/B/S/C) or

“fusion-power-core” systems typically

being considered for DT-fueled fu~lon

ruactorti, engineering power densitie~

in thr range 0.”1-0.5 MWt/m3 translate

into a “ma~~ utilization” of 5-10

tonne/MWt, where the maes la chat of

the FW/11/S/C. The STARFIRF. toknmnkz),

the Tandcm Mirror R@nctor (T?IR)3)0 the

Elmo Bumpy Torun Renctor (EBTR)b),

superconducting versions of the Re-

vereed-Field Pinch Reactor (RFPR)5’6),

and the range of reactor



configurations being projected for

the stellaratorltorsatronfheliotron

(s/T/H) confinement systems7) repre-

sent the conventional fusion reactors.

In order to approach engineering

power densities and mass utilizations

similar to those for light-water

fis6ion reactors (- 5-1o MWt/m3,

0.3-0.4 tonne/MWt, based on pressure-

vessel mass or volume) while

maintaining a - 4000-MWt upper limit

on total power generation, the non-

productive volume associated with

radiation shielding for superconduct-

ing coils mu6t be eliminated.

Resistive coils are required, these

coils being ~eparated from the plasma

by at most a thin (- 0.4-0.5 ❑), heat-

recoveringftrit ium-breeding blanket.

An incrense in plasma pbwe K density,

neutron first-wall loading, and

blanket power density, however,

accompanied any attempt to maintain a

given tutal power output at an

enhnnced engineering power density.

An economic trndeoff between the

benefits of HPD operation and the

potential linhilitien of incrcafied

recirculating power, higher coil

etrte~ea in nomo ca8efl , and r~duced

FW/B chronological life, howover,

exi6ts and remntn~ to bc fully

resolved.

AR d~ncufined in thv fnl lowing

p~rt” ~n, a number of compnct. tl~roldnl

~yntrmn, unfnR renfRtlvc coiln In rnn-

junction with either thin blankets or

a first-wall coil position, are being

considered for HPD WE applications.

The RFP represents one sush approach,

Its HPD reactor embodiment being

termed the Compact RFP Reactor

(CRFPR). The key re6ults from a

recent study of the CRFJ’}S) are

reported here. After describing the

backgroun~ and ra~ionale in Sec. 2.,

the methodology used to evaluate this

HPD approach is given in Sec. 3. The

details of the parametric systems

model and associated physics/engineer-

inglcosting models used to exemine key

system tradeoffs is found in ref. 8,

as are detaile’ parametric results.

Key results ace gi~en in Sec. 4.

along with a reactor design point

suggeeted for detail conceptual engi-

neering deblgn. Ceneral ct,nclu~ionfi ,

problems, and recommendation fox”

future work are found in Sec. 5.

2. Background and rnti.~nale

Over the past de:adc nnd t 1)

vary.!nR levels of detail rind desiEn

realism, numerou~ conreptunl dvsl~n

ntudies of a widr range of magnctlr

funlon rewctora hav~ hc~n report~ldq)m

The nnmensrnent of tllc complrx

interrt!lat ionship tmtwecn phyHICFJ,

technology, and power-plfint oper-

ability it: generally po~cd in term~ of

Eomr” m{~n~urc of C?Cot’I(JIIIiC nnd

●nvfronmontal nc(’rptnhllity With



respect to existing or projected

energy alternatives, The degree ‘o

which a given fualon approach i~

deemed “acceptable” is judged on the

bamis of an economic assessment, using

aa a measure eitttzr cost-of-

electricity (COE, mills/kWeh) or unit

direct cost (UDC,$/kWe), with con-

straints on net electric power (i.e.,

measures of network compatibility and

maximized economies-of-scale) bei~g

simultaneously imposed. Because of

differences In optimism asaumed for

projected phyeics, anticipated

technology development, and costing,

predictions ranging from highly

favorable) to cautiously pessimis-

tic) can emerge. More Eeneral

concerns of this nntute have also been

expressed recentlyl”).

If the pre6ent state of toroidnl

fusion reactor projections could he

adequately sumnwrized hy a simplified

parameter list, 11 aynupsifi similar ;0

thFlt given on Table I might ref?ult.

In accorrlnnce with the discus[;ion

given in Sec. 1., the Mi]dular

Stellarator RtmcLor (MSR)l; j,

STARFIRE12), ElITR”), and ltFPR5’b) nre

conventional ny~tems. Where appropri-

ate, comparuhle pnramrterM for kI

presnurizcd-water (flsniou) rvnctor

(PWR)12’ 13) are AIHO included (JII

T~blo 1. llo~ulcn for thr fully coflt-

optlmized C}lFi’Re) nre nlmo ~hown. TIM’

c{)~t of ench funlcn concept RiVCll On

Table I has been estimated by applying

a common and 3elf-consistent costing

methodology to a generally uniform

cost data base~q).

The future competitiveness of

MFE, as measured by 70E, depends to

some extent on the coat eticalation of

slternative62’4 ’8). Table I indicates

that the conventional ayatems are

economically competitive with fossil

and fission alternatives on the basis

of “then-current” valuea of COE in

spite of relatively low engineering

power densities and high maas

utilizations. In addition to the

efzalating costs of fossil a~d fissile

energy sources and the negligible fuel

cost projected for fu!~ion, !4FE holds a

competitive position, because a

relatively optimistic cost data base

has been adopted. Added optimisr. is

injected by the assumption of

relatively short conatructton t imes

(-- 5-6 yearti), aM w(*11 RS the URC of

10V annunl rates of fnierebt durinR

constr:lction (11X) arid e~c~lation

durinR construction (Et)C). If this

optiminrn proves unwnrr~nted, tho MPH

op~ion mny r~qulre mnre efficient U!ll’

of v~lumr and m~sa of tlw !uuion power

coru pi-r uli~t power output in ord~r Lo

❑nlntnjn the competitive poalririn

reflected in Table 1.

By ellminatlnR timr-rclnted

cornponrntn of ttlr nyat~m cnct, tlw

qlirnt lnn t) f unit routm relnted t ()



FW/B/S/C systems Is most clearly

addressed by plotting the ba6ic unit

direct coBt (i.e., before the

nppiication of tndirect costs, IDC,

and EDC) as a function of mass

utilization, M/pTH (tonne/MWt), where

M is the FW/B/S/C or fusion-power-core

❑ ass. This correlation is shown in

fig. 1 for the fusion cc.ncepts given

on Table 1. Included on fig. 1 is the

Light-Water-Reactor (LWR), the mass

utilization being computed on the

basis of the pressure vessel mass and

the UDC also excluding time-related

costs. Points for the NUW!4AK

tokamakls), the Tandem-Mirror Reactor

(TMR) 16), and the reactor embodiment

for the Ohrnicnlly-Heated Toroidnl

Experiment (OHTE) 17) are a190 in-

cluded. The’ spread in OHTE pnrumetere

results when the mass of an unus~~ally

heavy LiPb hlanke: is not included;

the f)HTE/A pertnins to thr results

reported in ref. 17, and thr OHTE/B

adjusta this dcsfgn point t n require

opcrut(on with A redured recirculating

power thnt tR afmflar to that of t h(l

CRFPRB). It is emphasized tllnt the

mn~s utiltzatlon refers only to t hr

funlon powvr cnr(B, and thr fncrvmllntal

cost a bovr till’ M/PT” + O intcrcrpt

r~prenentn an IIridt’cl Cnet that i!?

unique to IIFE brcntln(~ of n lealJ

●ffictent Une of mn~~ and vt)lumfi

wlthln thr fllnion powrr coru. The’

rvnult tnR incremcntmi COE n(*rdr(l ?()

pay the ?rice of this incremental UDC

and t.igher masa ut’.lization, of

course, must ?~t exceed the savings in

fuel cost generally anticipated for

MFE.

It iS also emphasized that

❑eaningful correlations of the kind

shown in fig. 1 occur only for design

points that are each fairly well

optimized wi<hin obvious constraints

of acceptable recirculating power

fractions (i.e., below 0.10-0.15),

total powers), and use of a relatively

uniform cost data base. Furthermore,

no implication is made that

correlations of the kind given in

fig. 1 are universally predictive or

represent the full picture, althou~h

such correlations are valuable in

pointing out optimal design

directions.

A llnenr fit to these fairly

indepcnderlt results given on fig. 1

indicare~ en nverage FIJ/B/S/C unit

cost of - 24 $/kR; the effvct [1f

doubling this unit cost 1s a!so SI1OUI1.

Adding the typlclll 23% increase

rulated [0 indtrecr CO13tb, a!l WI*11 ils

const ruct ion

if ttlr $lppl

I [)(:, 1111(1HIM;

nRnlnRf ayN’



utilization, fu~ion powzr f3y9tems

would rapidly be forced to higher-

performance designs (M/P~ ~ 1 tonne/

Mut), lest the cost of the fusion

power core dorninace the total plant

cost . In achieving a higher perfor-

❑ ance fusion system, operating and

maintenance costs must not increase to

a point where the COE is driven beyond

the range already indicated on

Table I. Hence, operation with

inevitably higher first-wall loadings

and more frequent FW/B changeout must

continue to preserve, if not enhance,

the economically attractive plant

factor and overall system reliability

for the smaller, more compact, but

higher performance systems.

On the basis of the foregoing

arguments, a number of HPD fusion

approaches are being considered for

uee am ignition, engineering-tert.ing,

or compact-renctor devicesle). These

devices can generally be classified a~

toroldu using resistive coils to

provide higher-density tokamak19-22)

or ~~pfl) 17) confinement. All HPll

i!cviccR examined tn date rely on

significant 01.iic hcnting to achieve

ignition, with the h~gh-field tokamakn

al~o requiring compref4sionnl andlor

radio-frequency heating tn vnryinR

dcgrenm. Powc r renctor emhodlrncnt n

h~ve hem ~ugRented for the tokamuk

(RlgRntron)g’ 19), the 0tlTE’7), nnd the

CRFPMH). Both thr Rfg~ntron and the

OHTE reactors would require relatively

CaOl (i.e., $ 300-400 K), actj.vely-

driven copper coils positioned at or

near the first wall; the overall

system performance in t~rms of plant

thermal efficiency, the ability to

breed tritium, and cost (i.e., OHTE/A

in fig. 1), is therefore reduced for

configurations that require first-wall

coils .

The RFP, on the other hand,

represents an ideal Iimite), in that

plasma confinement is provided

primarily by poloidal magnetic fields

generated by toroidal plasma currents,

and the total plasma beta value is

expected to be high (~ 0.1-0.2).

Although a thin passtve copper shell

may be required at the first wall,

this first-wall shell would operate at

or near the blanket temperature

(~ 500-600 K), thereby enhancing thn

prospects for high overall thermal

efficiency. Since evitience for or

against the need for active control of

RFP field reversal is not yet

available, the present study IFI baaed

on the direct extension of the

●xperimentally observed23) “dynamo

effect” to the reactor regime. On

long time scales active feedback may

be required to replace wall

etabilfzntlon provided by the shell.

Tha copper-alloy first wall may also

be desirable solely from a thcrmo-

hydraultr viewpoint in order to trann-



mit the higher heat fluxes expected of

any compact, HPD system2q-26).

La6tly, the RFP promises high plasma

power density without requiring high

fielde at the exe-blanket coils.

3. Approach and methodology

The CRFPR study reported in

ref. 8 surveys potential re&ctor

design points using a ❑ethodology

develoned to predict those systems

with the lowest cost. The COE serves

as an object function to be optimized.

Engineering al~d other indirect costs

are computed as a fixed fraction of

direct costs along with the time-

related coats of IDC and EDC. These

time-related costs depend principally

on constrnlction time, which iS

expected to be a function of p16nt

capacity27) and co’nplexity. The total

cost is used to compute a COE that is

a function of the total plant o!ltput,

the economy of scale being built into

the cost data blse2~4~e).

The computational algorithm spe-

cifies rnflemhles of reactor dcsi~ns

lying on trnjcctorica of con9tant en-

gineering power densities, PTH/Vco and

net-electric powers, P~ ● This

algcrithm in depicted in fiu. 2. The

specified vnlues of PTH/Vc and PE nre

subsequently BuhJected to parametric

variation. A parametric evalu~tion 1s

p~rformed for a range of plaemn rndii,

r, in search of
P

the mlnfmurn-cent

system having the specified values of

P~iVc and PE for the burn physics and

fixed engineering parameters indi-

cated. For a stationary plasma burn

and a given RFP ❑agnetic-field con-

figuration and plasma profiles), the

plasma power output iB determined for

a specific energy confinement time,

TEI or corresponding density, as

required by the plasma energy balance

and related ignition condition. A

specific transport scaling law for TE

is generally imposed, although from

the viewpoint of determining a

minimum-cost system a physics scaling

law= se is not needede).—

Referring to fig. 2, the first-

wall neutron loading, Iw, plasma

current,
1$ ‘

and total thermal power

per unit major radius, PTH/~, can be

computed for a given blanket neutron

energy multiplication, MND having

defined the plnama parameters for a

given rp. The constraints of fixed PE

and PTH/Vc are the~ imposed. UsIn&

the specified PEs the total. thermal

poweti, pTH , is estimated from PTH =

PE/?I~(l-E)j where the rerirr.lllnting

power fraction, c , equnls the inver~e

of the engineering Q-va~ue. QES find

the thermfil-convcr~lon efficiency is

n~{~ Since QE depend~ in Iargc port

on the level of Ohmic losses in cnils

and plasma, whlcll in turn depend on

un:~pecified :~ystem dimensions, QE mll~t

firwt be estfrnntrd nnd the convcrginf:



it ~ration indicated on fig. 2

followed. The major radius, RT, is

then estimated, since guesses for both

‘TH and pTH/RT are available.

Finally, the system (minor) radius,

‘fJ - ‘w + Ab + A (which Inclades the

addition of a fixed blanket Lhickness,

Ab, and coil thicknesses, A, to the

first-wall radius, rw = rp/x) is de-

termined from 2 -‘s PTH/[2fi2~

(PTH/Vc)], using the previously spe-

cified engineering pover density,

pTH/Vc=

The system minor radius Is then

defined for the particular first-wall

radius of interest. Specifying Ab

establishes a unlnue total thickness

of coils, A -
6$

+ Ise, which iS

partitioned between the. toroidal-field

Col 1 (TFC) thickness,
%’

and

pnloidal-field coil (PFC) thickness,

6 ~~, by enforcing equal coil current

densities. Ohmic losses in both coil

sets can then be calculated, and a

complete reactor energy balance is

performed). An updated value for c =

1fQEt which includes makeup power for

Ohmic losses in both plasma and coils,

is then used to obtal.n a more accurate

estimate for pTl[. The iteration shown

on fig. 2 continuef3 an the reactor

dlmeneion~ are adjusted to achieve the

specified valu~s of pE and pTH/V,: ‘or

the assumed phyuics and cnginccrlng

parameters. Wllell a dimensionally

self-conRlstent reactor sy?tem rm~r~cR

for a given PE and PTH/Vc, a complete

economic analysis is performed at the

specific value of r .
P

As the process describe abovo is

repeated for a range of
‘P

values,

while maintaining fixed values of PE

and PTH/Vc, a cost minimum and a QE
maximum in rp results when resistive

coils are used. Small valtv:s of
‘P

leads to poor coupling of the ❑agnetic

field between the plasma and PFCS,

resulting In large coil currents for a

given plasma current. Large values of

‘P’ ‘n
the other hand, require thin

COilS (i.e., specifying FTH/Vc fixes

rs ~ and increasing rp for a fixed Ab

requires that A = 6
$

+ 66 decrease),

and high current densities, and

increased Ohmic heating in the coils

result; the value of QE diminishes and

the COE increases for a fixed ‘E “
Hence, for either small or large rp

the recirculating power fraction is

Increased, and a minimum COE is found

at a unique plasma radius. If super-

cor.ducting instead of resistive coils

are useda), the coil current density

is also fixed, which also specifies a

unique value for r .
P

In either c~se,

a value of
‘P

for minimum COE ~s

determined for the specified values of

PE nnd PTH/VcB as well as other f~wd

physjcs find engineering quantities).

The cost-optimfr.ed values of
‘P

that result from the nbove-4escribed

procedure nre determined for a range



of
‘E and PTK/Lc values. A grid

composed of lines of constant PE and

PTH/V= is generated in a space defined

by minimum COT; versus rp, an example—-—

of which is shown in fig. 3. Shifts

and distortions of this mesh are then

examined as heretofore fixed parame-

ters (e.g., beta, plasma profiles,

transport, DT versus DD fuel, first-.—

wall lifetime, blanket thickness,

normal versus superconducting—— coils,

etc.) are varied. Every point on this

grid represents a cost-minimized

system, although further minimization

is possible as fixed constraint are

relaxed. The base-c~se design point

indicated on fig. 3 was adopted to

illustrate sensitivity to a wide range

of physics and engineering parame-

ters).

An even finer distillation of

tl}ese cost-optimized results occursa)

when the coefficient in the transport

scaling law assumed to arrive at

fig. 3, TE - Cf(n,rp,T), is varied to

determine the value of T~ - TE(OPT) at

a given for which
‘P

the COE is

further uinlmlzed. That such an

optimum confinement time Cxists At

the eystem power ‘~nstty iS too 10w,

lncrean~ng ~nstu, while reduced TE and

increa~ed power density ultimnll’ly

turn ar~ reflectrd by higher nyntem

costs. Rather than establishing the

TE(OPT) vsrsus
‘P

relationship— -.—.

directly by iteration in both plasma

density and radius, a specific (i.e.,

Alcator, C = lE/nr~) transport scaling

is imposed. Varying the coefficient C

produces loci of such COE ❑inima,

which are u8ed to construct the curve

COE(MIN)ITE(OPT) Y&Isw ‘p” This

latter relationship is independent of

the assumed physics scaling. The

desired curve COE(?fIs)l TE(uPT) ur.sw

‘P
itrelf gives a cost minimum; the

resultant minimum-cost point is termed

the “fully cost-optimized” design

point. This procedure is discussed

quantitatively in ref. 8.

Reference 8 describes in detail

each of four essential elements (mag-

netics, plasma , engtnecring, and

costing) that comprise the RFP systems

model. Analytic Bessel-function pro-

filese’za’zg) are used to approximate

stable RFP profiles. Each reactor

design is constrained to operate on

the TnyloT ‘9) minimum-energy diagram.

The steady-state b~rn model requires a

d~(ar) presrur~ profile, although

reeults for both flat and Jo(ur)

temperature profiles are determined.

Time-depende,lt, ❑ultl-species simula-

tion codes ar~ ueed to verify the

minfmum-COE design points emt”rglng

from the parametric systems codrs”).

The engfnecrtng energy-bnlance modrl

Rpecifien n flxeo 7% recfrculnttng



power for auxiliary plant power needs;

the algorithm described in fig. 2 Is

used to size the TFC and PFC sets,

from which the Ohmic losses and

associated recirculating power

fraction are computed. The economic

guidelines given in ref. 14 are used

to assure uniformity and enhancement

of intercomparisons. All paramet! ic

result6 given in ref. 8 are presenred

in a form similar to fig. 3, although

only the final results are reported

here.

4. Summary results

As previously noted, at each

plasma radius an optimal plasma con-

finement time, rE(OPT), 1S found that

yields a minimum COE. The trajectory

of TE(OPT) yersus rp depends on the

system econom!cs and is independent of

the assumed plasma transport scaling.

The resultant trajectory of reactor

designs operating at 7E(OPT) exhibits

itself a unique COE minimum for both

the DT- and DD-fueled systems, as Is

~hown in fig. 4 for both DT and

catalyzecl-~~ fuels. These curves are

val,d for both flat and Jo(ar)

temperature profiles at the indicated

average pla~ma temperatures, with the
“

J~(ar) Bessel-function-model pressure

profiles being assumed for each case.

The key ohysics and engineering

parameters for the fully co8t-

optimized DT/CRFPR and DD/CFFPK

designs indicated on fig. 4 are

summarized in Table II. Both

temperature profiles lead to

essentially the same reactor designs

With the respective differences in

plasma parameter being shown

parenthetically on Table II.

Although the constraints of the

present paper does not allow the full

reporting of all important sensitivlcy

studies, the dependence of CC)E on 80

is particularly noteworthy. This

dependence is shown in fig. 5 for the

base-case design shown in fig. 3 and

used in ref. 8 as a point of departure

for all sensitivity studies. In

addition to illustrating the Be

sensitivity, the fully cost-optimized

designs for both the DT and catalyzed-

DD designa (Table II) are also shown

on fig. 5. Because of the ability of

the RFP to ❑aintain high confining

magnettc fields at the plasma without

excessively stressing the PFCS and

TFCS , low-beta operation is possible

khile maintaining the plasma power

density (-B#B~) at the levei required

for low-cost, HPD operation.

5. Conclusions

In terms of both engineering

volume (Vc = 223 ❑3) and total mass of

the fusion power core (1243 tonne),

the DT/CRFPR fusion power core is

comparable to only a few of the many

toroidal-field coils being proposed



for certain convent ional fusion

approaches gen~rating the same total

pmer (Table I). Consequently, the

system power der;.sity (15 MWt/m3) sad

mass utilization (0.37 tonne/MWt) are

❑ ore than an order of magnitude better

than for the more conventional

approaches, including earilier (super-

conducting) RFPR de~igns5’6).

The fundamental conclusions for

the DT/CRFPR desigr,(s) are:

● optimal system power density of

pT@c = 15 MWt/m3 or (fusiorI-

power-rore) mass utilization of

M/PTH - 0.4 tonnejMWt can be

achieved.

● Economically optimal energy con-

finement time for both flat and

Jo(ar) temperature profiles

scales as TE(OPT) = 0.28rpl’2.

. Poloidal betas 38 ~ 0.1 are

cert9inly adequarc, and even Be

as low as - 0.05 still promise

acceptable economics.

● Power recirculated to ncrmal

coils is less ‘ban 10% ‘f ‘ET

even for 08 - 0.1; no incentive

could be identified to impose

advanced technologies and

operational uncertainties assoc-

iated with superconducting coils.

● Unique, minimum-cost CRFPRS nre

identi~{t?d for RT/r~ = 2.5-3.0,

‘P
Y 0.6-0.8 m, and IE A 9.25 ~,

syst?ms that Wou1(1 require at

most - 20% of Alcator transport

scaling.

Similarly, the fundamental conclusions

generated for the DD/CRFPR designs

a.e:

● An intrinsic factor (~2Bq) of

- 2:, less power density is

expected for DD fuel than for DT

fuel. The change from DT- to

DD-fuel opek ion at similar

power densitie$ requires: nT

increased by 20, n increased by

3-4,
10

increased by 2.0, T

increased by - 2, and TE

increased by 5.0-7.0.

● The optimal power density is

somewhat reduced and the mass

utilization is somewhat increased

from the DT/CRFPR (PTH/Vc = 10

KWt/m3, M/P TH = 0.7 tonne/~t).

● Economically optimal energy con-

finement ti.rnes are identified and

are given by

TE 3 2.3 rpltz [T = constant]

~ 1.5 r lfz [T =Jo(ar)]
P

. Poloidal betas of -- 0.2 art’

adequate, which give a system

that is approximately equivalent

to DT-fuel operation with Be =

0.04

● Power recirculated to normal

coils is below 20% of total

electric power; the incentive to

embrace supcrconduct ing techno-

logies remains wt~ak unless 68 $

0.2.



. Minimum-cost DD/CRFPRE have di-

mension6 similar to DT/CRFPRs,

with TE = 1.2-1.8 s, the magni-

tude of which is predicted by -

30-70% of Alcator scaling. The

total energy confinement time,

which includes (Bremsstrahlung)

radiation lo~ses, is expected to

be less than 50% of these values.

. For the same system power density

as the DT/CRFPR, the DD/CRFPR

must deal with first-wall heat

fluxes that are increased by a

factor of - 2.8.

Perhaps the most promising composite

result of this study is the resilier,cy

of the RFP approach to mairltalning

conservatively promising cost pro-

jections within reallstic physics and

technology constraints as parameters

related to key uncertaint! eslunknowns

are varied8).

This study has ~enerated andlor

quantified a number of key engineering

issues that serve to define the future

course of HPD MFE studies in general

and of the CRFPR approach in

particular. The more important of

these issues are summarized below.

. High-heat flux walls (-4-5 MW/m2)

and HPI.) [-100 MW/m3(p~ak)]

breeding blankets for M’

operation.

● Plasma/wall interactions, ef-

fectiveness of dense-gas-blankets

for first-wall protection,

refueling; need for magnetic

divertor; vacuum t:xhaust.

. Establish a f;,. ae~ basis for

steady-state operation and/or

better quantify engineeri~g

impact of long-pulsed operation

using realistic startup scenario.

● B~cter resolution of magnet

design from viewpoint of

equilibrium, startup, burn

sustenance, and quench with

emphasis on coil energy losses

and general aspects of coil

support snd maintainability.

. Radiation effects to rooffi-

teri,perature. copper coil and

(inorganic) electrical insulators

that are protected only by a thin

( Ab =0.4-0.5 m) heat-recover-

ingftritium-breeding bl,anket.

Obviously, if HPi) FIFE is to be

proposed as one means to solve

potential economic and operational

problems, the task of heat recovery at

high power density must be addressed.

Preliminary computations and des!gn

related to the surface heat flux

problem26) find no serious t.hcrmo-

mechartcal problem with the use of a

hign-strength copper alloy first wall

that is cooled by high-pressure water

and operated for < 106 pulsrs (i.e.,

I



one yeai TM = 15-20 t4W/m2 operation

for a - 30-s burn period), excluding

unresolved radiation effects. The

peak blanket power density (- 100

MW/m3) is comparable to the centerline

power density in A LWR fission core,

although the ctimpatibility of solid

tritium breeders with this pOUf!r

density is in question, this

uncertainty depending primarily on

poorly recolved high-temperature

thermophysical properties of the

ceramic rririum breeders. The use of

rhe catalyzed-bD fuel cycle will con-

siderably reduce this latter problem,

the blanket being reduced essentiailv

to an all-metal pressure vescel that

is water cooled; the surface heat flu~

would be substantially increased.

however. A spectrum of volumetric

power densities and surface heat

fluxes, showing both conventional and

HPD fusion, is Illustrated on f[g. 6

in order to give some prrbprctive to

this central problem. The LfPb-cooled

blanket proposed for 1il(~ 0}{TE17)

appears particularly attractiw for

lhe HPI.) MFE systems, especi,llly for

thr RFP geometry, where Fllll)-pum,Ii~*R

10SSCS can he considerably r{duced.

Although the pot {jut fal for

eteady-f;tate RFP npl’rntion hnfi been

uug}~ested35) nnd would rlirnfnatc

low-cycle fntIRur problrrns [hnt mny

llmlt FW/B ljft’z~), t h{’ RFP Cflll

oprr~tv rfflcjrntly 111 n loll~-p:llRt”d

operatink mode; typically -0.5 s of

full-power operation is required to

regenerate all ❑agnetic-field energy

transferred to the DT/CR~PR, and long-

puleed burns of ~ 30-s duration will

more than justify ignoring this

setuplstartup energy requirement. The

added physics. engirecring, and cost

constraints associated with a steady-

state current drive aiid impurity con-

trol, however, must eventually be

weighted tn the context of the systems

model dcqcrjbed herein and against the

costs of lo~~-pulsed operation.

Radiation effects to first-w311

and magnet copper .,l.loy and the impact

on iong-term operation of the CkFPR

remain as a key technologic.11 issur fo

be studied beyond the scoping level

presented in ref. h. The fabric.a:ion

of the coil set according to a drslgn

that fully rt~flects its m;lgnrt irs

(current drive, equilihrl~m, I.’tC.)

functions, Itb electrical insulnr ton

ne~ds, and its mvchnntc;ll support in N

maintainable configurate ion prbscnrs

another arcil of futurv study illll 1

devvloprnent . Thr H:- ,1nd othvr en~t-

nrering Ct’ct)nol(’)gv nrcns rwnil 1n ilS

toplcfi fl.)r !utur(” concrptunl engineer-

ing deFiIIrl art~vlttes.

In summnry, increasea fn pl,asrnil

powrr densfry, neutron fir~t-w:lll

loadtn~, anlj hlnnkrt power dvn~ity

th~t nrrompanv any attempt tu m,lfntnlll

a ~tv(’11 !’11.11 ptkl~r IIutplll Jll :111



enhanced engineering power density,

represent both potential benefits an4

liabilities. The present assessment

of the economic tradeoff between tile

benefits of HPD operation (i.e.,

reduced system mass, size, and cost)

and the potential liabilities of

increased recirculating poue r and

reduced first-wall/blanket chronol~gi-

Cal life is promising. In addition,

compact systems may demonstrate a more

rapid FW/B replacement approach that

couId enhance overall plant

availability, inspite of the

req[lirvmcnt of more frequent

changcours. ~\f(.,1 more difficult to

qu:,nttfy but of imm(>nsc il~porttince are

the potentially snorter construction

rlme~ slid less totill Crlpital

investm~~n: irssoclated with }lPD

6yst’?ms. Ir is this potenrial for

totJll (block) system m.nintenance,

appreciably ]owcrc*fi total cnpl.tal

cost , flcxlbflity ft~r m~~dcrate to high

total net pcwt-r, and consider~bly

reduced construction and mrrintennnco

1[mu thnt giv-s tllr strongrst impctufi

f,,r furthrr 8tUffV of thl? Ill’l)MFE

rrpproacheh .
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DESIGN DATE:

F A!!wl”!n DEVICE :

Plasm radius (a)

%ajor radius (m)

~las~ vol~ (m3)

Average density (l@20/m3)

Temperature (k:v)

‘Lawson parameter (1020 s/m3)

Average beta

Pias~ power densfty (YW/m3)

Yagnetic field (T)

?Jeatron current (?fU/m2~

%e~l power (WUt)

Set power (?!We)

System power density (YWt/a3)

Yass utilization (tonne/YUt)

Themal conversion efficiency

Recirculating power fraction

Yet plant efficiency

~E (=i~ls/kUeh)

Unit ‘!l:ect cost ($/kHe)(a)

e~nscaction time (years)

TAPLE 1

WCIARY OF KEY PARAMETERS FOR A RANGE OF
TOROIDAL DT FUSION R6ACiOR CONCEPTS

!981
l%R

2.11

23.24

2G50

:.50

8.0

3.7

0.04

2.35

6.0

1.3

4800

1530

0.26

9

0.35

0.0s

IJ.32

94(1991)

1547

10

1980
STARFIRE

2.38

7.0

701

0.81

22

3.!3

0.067

4.50

5.8

‘.6

4033

1200

0.30

3.94

0.35

0.167

0.30

67(i986)

1438

6

1980
EllTR

1.0

35.0

691

0.95

29

1.7

0.17

4.13

5.0/2.25

!..4

4079

1214

0.24

li3.85

0.35

0.15

0.30

72(1985)

1737

5

‘a)3ased on total direct cost before application of indirect cost ‘-

1978
RCpR

1.2

12.7

564

2.00

15-20

2.0

0.30

4.50

3.0

2.7

3000

750

0.50

3.7

0.30

0.17

0.25

66(1988)

llo~

10

1980
Pull

90

1000

19.8

(’).?~

0.33

40(1983)

Qpg

~-lo

[98142

CRFPR

0.7J.

4.3

42.7

3.4

20

0.79

0.20

72.4

3.3

19.5

3350

1000

15

0.37

0.35

0.14

0.30

41(1986)

863

5

237J , interest during constmction



TABLE 11

PARAMETER SUM144RYFOR INTERIM 1000-t4We CRFPR DESIGNS

First-wall radius, rw (m)

Major radius, RT (m)

Minor system radius, rs (m)

Toroidal-coil mass (tonne)

Poloidal-coil mass (tonne)

First-wall/blanket mass (tonne)

~ss utilization, M/PTH (tonne/!4Wt)

Plasna temperature, T(keV)

Plasma clentiity, n(10 2f3,m3)

Energy confinement time, TE(S)

AlcAtOr cot?ffjcient, ~E/nr~(10-21 8im)

Toroidnl plasma CLlrr42nt$ I ~ (MA)

Poloidnl field nt plnsmn, Be (T)

Poloidul coil ficid, Bec (T)

Initial toroidnl-coil field, B~. (T)

poloidnl-coil clmrgy, WBO (l~J)

Toroldul CO!l cwrgy, Wll$ (GJ)

!ln};notic encrHy recovery time, T* (s)

Totnl thcrmnl. power, PT}, (M’wt)

En&IinccrinH power dcnHlty, PT1l/Vi. (w/m3)

Rrrlrruln~inH powor fructlon. r - l/(jE

ohmlr Q-vnlwt Qtr
- ‘TI1’(hIllM + ~T~)

Ntwlron WH1l londin~, Iw (MWlmz)

Unit totnl. corit, UTC ($/kWc)

Comt of electricity, COH (mflln/kWoll)

--......-.....,.-.-...-—-..---— ...-—-.-—.

(n)T(r)-cONs’r (’r(r)- J..(ur))o

PULLY COST-OPTIMIZED

DT(a)

0.75

4.3

1.6

159

729

356

0.37

20.0(10.0)

3.4(6.7)

0.23

1.37(0.76)

18.5

5.2

2.6

3.3

1.11

0.54

0049

3350

15.0

().lf47

37.1

19.s

1/490

f4r).7

DD(a)

0.60

4.4

2.1

403

1960

304

0.70

35.0(20.0)

13.0(20.9)

1.8(1.18)

4.3(1.75)

36.8

13.0

4.4

8.3

6.2

3.(-)

2.4

3820

10.O

I!.2r,

l!..H

10.6

1810

47.2

DEGRADED——

DD(b)

0.62

1409

2.32

2430

7860

1060

3.0

20.0

11.0

2.2

6.0

27.4

904

2.9

6.0

12.(-)

6.4

4.8

3H20

2.4

0.25

15.R

3.0

2605

67.2



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Dependence of unit direct cost (UDC) on f~sion-power-core mass

utilization for a range at fusion reactor deeigng. The effect of

doubling the unit coat of the fusion power core from the nominal 24

$/kg is LISO shown. The UDC includes only total direct cost prior to

the application of indirect cost, IDC, and EDC.

Fig. 2. Calculational algorithm used to determine minimum-cost CRFPR design

points.

Fig. 3. Dependence
‘f cOE ‘n ‘P’ pTH/Vc, and PE for all cost-optimi--d cases

prior to optimization with respect to transport. The indicated base

case ie used in ref. 8 for sensitivity studies.

Fig. 4. Dependence of cost-optimized conflncm.’nt t imp, ~E(OpT), on pldSma

r~dius for both DT and cntfilyzed-DD fuel cycles. Shown CllSO is th~~

COE dcpvndcnce for each cnse, which for both fuels is independul-lt of

temp~’rarurc profile, n~ iFI tht~ TE(OPT) c[lrvu for DT operation.
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